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1. The Executive Board at its fourth session adopted the following 

resolution: 

«The Executive Board 

NOTING the report of the Director-General on the progress of the 
negotiations with the United Nations as regard^ WTO1s participation 
in the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund 

RESOLVES 

le That the Director-General be authorized, after satisfactory 
completion of the negotiations with the United Nations, to sign on 
behalf of TOO the agreement for the participation of TfflO in the 
Joint Staff Pension Fund, and 

2. That the Director-General be requested to report on the con-

clusion of the Agreement to the Fifth Session of the Executive 

Board." 

2. The negotiations with the United Nations have not yet been brought 

to a conclusion. Two points are still under discussion. The first con-

cerns the - question of the priority treatment of payments to be made by 

WHO to the Eund. The United Nations introduced in tho draft agreement a 

provision whereby all payments to be made by the ШЮ to the Pension Fund 

in accordance with the Regulations shall be treated by Ш0 as preferred 

debts which shall be satisfied immediately after payment of salaries due 

by the Organization to its staff. 

The Director-General objected that he could not give an undertaking 

required in this Article without prior reference to the Executive Board. 

Moreover， he questioned the value of the clause, pointing out that the 
i 

financial regulations of the VJHO do not contain any provision as to the 

priority to be given to the various payments. 

The second point relates to the question of an eventual default of 

WHO as regards payment to the Fund and the measures to be applied as 

regards the liquidation of benefits of the participants in the Fund. 
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These measures are intended to fill a gap existing in tha Pension 

Fund Regulations. The Director-General, after obtaining a legal opinion, 

informed the United Nations that while seeing no objection to the insertion 

in the Agreement of a clause adjusting the provisions of the Fund Regula-

tions , docs not feel that he has the necessary authority to agree to the 

proposed text before obtaining prior approval by the Executive Board. 

The Director-General added that he would prefer that the two clauses 

be omitted, but that if the United Nations would find this impossible he 

would be prepared to sign the Agreement,subject to the approval of 

articles 7 and 8 by the Executive Board• 

A reply having just been received from the United Nations stating 

that the Pension Committee recommends that the Ью articles be retained, 

the Director-Gehcral,. in order not further to delay the conclusion of the 

Agreement, recommends their acceptance. 

The text of the two draft articles is reproduced in an annex to this 

document• 

The Executive Board may wish to consider the adoption of a resolution 

along the following linest 

The Executive Board 

NOTING the report to the Director-General on the negotiations with 
the United Nations as regards "WHĈ s participation in the United 
Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund 

AGREES with the proposed text of articles 7 and 8 of the draft 
agreement for the admission of YfflO into the United Nations Joint 
Staff Pension Fund and 

AUTHORISES the Director稱General to sign the agreement containing 

these two clauses. 
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All payments to be made by the Agency to the Fund in accordance with 
the Regulations shall be treated by the Agency as preferred debts which 
shall be satisfied immediately after payment of salaries due by the 
Agency to its staff. 

Article 8 

Should the Agency for any reason interrupt or cease to make its 
payments to the Fund as required under the Regulations^ the Secretary 
of the R>ard shall promptly report the facts to the Board and the Board 
shall determine the date as of which the Agency shall be deemed to be in 
default. The Board shall then cause an actuarial valuation of the Fund 
to be made in order to determine the sum necessary to make good the 
Agency's share of the deficiency, if any, revealed by such valuation, 
which sum shall then become payable by the Agency to the Fund, 

Thereafter, upon the death or cessation of service with the Agency 
of each participant in the employment of the Agency on the date of 
default9 he or his designated benefiGiary shall be paid the actuarial 
equivalent of the benefit to which he would have been entitled under 
Article 10 of the Regulations had he Heft the service of the Agenoy on 
the date of default. 

As soon as the Agency has made the additional contributions neosssary, 
as determined by actuarial valuation, to restore to eac¿h such participant 
remaining in the employment of the Agency during the period of default 
his contributory service prior to default and during the period sub-
sequent to default, the prospective rights of each participant to the 
benefit provided in the preceding paragraph shall cease and he shall in 
lieu thereof be entitled to all the rights of a participant credited in 
accordance with the Regulations with contributory service from his last 
date of participation prior to default• 


